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Operator-stable laws and operator-semistable laws (introduced as limit dis- 
tributions by M. Sharpe and R. Jajte, respectively) are characterized by decom- 
posability properties. Disintegration of their corresponding Levy measures requires 
appropriate cross sections. Furthermore in both situations the Levy measures con- 
stitute a Bauer simplex whose extreme boundary can be explicitly given. Finally the 
infinitely differentiable Lebesgue density of an operator-semistable law is shown to 
be even analytk in some cases. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
Operator-stable probability distributions on the Euclidean space KY’ have 
been introduced by M. Sharpe [12] in 1969. In 1977 R. Jajte [5] con- 
sidered the more general concept of operator-semistable distributions on 
Rd. These two pioneering papers have been followed by a variety of relined 
investigations (e.g., [4,7,9, lo]). 
In the present paper we contribute to some questions that appeared in 
the papers mentioned above. The first section assembles some more or less 
well-known facts on the characterization of operator- (semi-) stable laws. 
The only new idea here may be the concept of (B, b, /?)-decomposability of 
an infinitely divisible law on iR d. This enabled us to give a simultaneous 
matrix group approach to stability and semistability. 
If p is an operator-stable law of Rd then there exists an automorphism A 
of IWd such that the Levy measure q of p satisfies (*) etA(q)=er* r~ for all 
t E [w. A detailed analysis yields that q can be disintegrated according to a 
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cross section C for the orbits {erA.~: TV iwj, x E IW“ (cf. [4]). In Section 2 we 
show that there always exists a closed cross section C; in fact our construc- 
tion is rather explicit. The closedness of C is important when dealing with 
domains of attraction, for example. 
The (normalized) Levy measure qX that is concentrated on the orbit 
{e’Ax: t E R} and enjoys the property (*) is obviously extremal with respect 
to the convex cone of all Levy measures satisfying (*). Moreover it is 
plausible that every extremal Levy measure with property (*) is of the form 
cq,, c>O. This assertion of M. Sharpe [12, pp. 61-621 has been strongly 
supported by the disintegration n = SC qX a(dx) (of Levy measures q satisfy- 
ing (*)) due to W. N. Hudson and J. D. Mason [4, Theorem 21. Based on 
this result we show in Section 3 that the set 2 of normalized Levy measures 
with property (*) is a Bauer simplex with extreme boundary 
!i?,= {tjyxd}. 
A similar problem arises for an operator-semistable law p on R“. This 
time the Levy measure 5 of p satisfies the relation (**) B(l) = B. 5, where B 
is an automorphism of IWd and /I a real number in 10, l[. Again the (nor- 
malized) Levy measure l, concentrated on the orbit { B”x: n E Z} that has 
property (**) is easily seen to be extremal. Moreover if Z is a Bore1 cross 
section for the orbits { B”x: n E H}, x E rW”, then one has the disintegration 
<=f,<,z(dx) due to A. tuczak [9, Theorem 1.21. Based on this result we 
prove in Section 4 that the set ‘% of normalized Levy measures with 
property (**) is a Bauer simplex. Its extreme boundary is the set Y$, of all 
5 E !II that are concentrated on some orbit {B”x: n E h} with XEZ. This 
result strengthens an assertion of R. Jajte [S, p. 341. 
Finally in Section 5 we complete a result of A. Luczak [9, Theorem 2.2 
and Remark 2.11 to the effect that the Lebesgue density of a full operator- 
semistable law sometimes can be extended to an analytic function in some 
open strip of cd. 
Preliminaries 
Let N, Z, Iw, C denote the sets of positive integers, integers, real numbers, 
and complex numbers, respectively. Moreover let Z + = {n E Z: n > 0} and 
lR*, = (XE Iw: x >O}. If ZE C then Re z denotes its real part, Im z its 
imaginary part, and JzI its absolute value. 
By V we always denote the Euclidean space Rd. Let V* = v’\{O>. The 
scalar product in V is denoted by ( ., . ) and the Euclidean norm by ( * 1 z ; 
hence [xl:= (x,x). iJ:= {xg V: IxJ2= l} is the unit sphere of V. 
M(V) denotes the algebra of (d x d)-matrices with real entries furnished 
with the operator norm 11. II adapted to 1.1 I. GL( V) denotes the mul- 
tiplicative group of all invertible A E Ml(V). ZE GL( V) is the identity matrix. 
If A E M( I’) then Spec(A) denotes the set of eigenvalues and 
p(A) = max{ lc((: CI E Spec(A)} the spectral radius of A. We recall the for- 
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mula p( A ) = lim, a , ll,4”/[ ‘I”. We use analogous notations if we consider Cd 
instead of V= &‘. 
Let X be a locally compact space with a countable basis of its topology. 
If Y is a subset of X then 1 y denotes its indicator function. b(X) is the g- 
algebra of Bore1 subsets of X. Let R(X) be the space of continuous real 
valued functions on X that have compact support. 9X(X) denotes the space 
of Radon measures on X. Furnished with the vague topology, i.e., the 
topology of pointwise convergence on R(X) it becomes a locally convex 
topological vector space. Since X has a countable basis of its topology the 
positive cone !Bl+(X) of ‘%U(X) is metrizable [2, Satz 46.41. Let 
‘%JI’(X) = (,n E %R + (X): p(X) = 1) be the set of probability measures on X. 
Recall that m’(X) is compact if X is compact (cf. [2, Korollar 46.31). If 
x E X then E, denotes the Dirac measure in x. Finally we recall that ‘9.X1( V) 
is a (topological) semigroup with respect to convolution *. 
1. CHARACTERIZATION BY MATRIX GROUPS 
Operator-stable and operator-semistable probability distributions on the 
Euclidean space V have been introduced as limit laws of certain sequences 
of distributions and then characterized by algebraic identities [S, 121. Tur- 
ning matters around let us begin here with an algebraic definition. This 
yields a unified approach to stable and semistable laws. 
Let ZJ E mZ’( V) be infinitely divisible with corresponding convolution 
semigrow (P,),,~~ i.e., p, =P (cf. [2, Satz 52.61). Moreover let BEGL(V), 
be V, and /?EIW*,. 
DEFINITION. (u is said to be (B, b. B)-decomposable if the equation 
ZQ = Bp * &b iS valid. 
Trivially every p is (Z, 0, 1 )-decomposable. Moreover if p is (B, b, p)- 
decomposable the same is true for all p,, t > 0 (since ZA uniquely determines 
its semigroup (p,), , o). 
Now let us denote by L = L(p) the collection of all triples (8, 6, j?) such 
that ~1 is (B, b, fl)-decomposable. Let us identify (B, b, 8) with the matrix 
E GL( Rd+ ’ ). 
Then it can be easily seen that L is a closed subgroup of GL(Rd+ ‘). Hence 
L is a Lie group. By f((B, b, a)) := fl there is defined a continuous 
homomorphism of L into the multiplicative group rW*, . 
Let us assume now that the measure ZJ isfull, i.e., P is not supported by a 
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proper affme subspace of V’. Then the compactness lemma of Sharpe, 
[12, Proposition 4 J can be applied to the effect that the kernel 
((B,b, l)EL:,U=Q*& b > =: Inv(p) off is compact and that the mapping 
fis closed. Hence exactly one of the following three possibilities can occur: 
f(L) = { 1); or f(L) = {p”: ne:E} with somebE]O, l[; orf(L)=R*,. The 
case f(L) = { 1> being uninteresting let us discuss the other ones. 
1. Let f(L) = {/I”: DEB} with some PE]O, l[. We put k, := [fi-“] for 
all n E N. Then we have lim k,,/k,+ , = /l and lim B” p*kn * q,, = ,u for 
appropriate b, E V, n E N. Hence p is operator-semistable [ 5, Definition 11. 
2. Let f(L) = W*, . Since L is a a-compact Lie group the connected com- 
ponent LO of its identity is an open normal subgroup of L of countable 
index. This yields f( L,) = rW= . The image of a one-parameter subgroup of 
L, with respect to f can either be IJ!: or { 11. But L, is generated by its 
one-parameter subgroups. Hence there exists a one-parameter subgroup 
((B(t), b(t), B(t))L, R in L, such that {/I(t): ZE W} = R*,. In view of 
/I(s) B(t) = fl(s + t) and B(s) B(t) = B(s + t) for all s, t E Iw there exist c( B R* 
and A E Ml(V) such that P(t) = e” and B(t) = erA for all t E R. (In fact we 
have A E GL( I’) since p is full.) This yields pee1 = e”p * Q,(,) for all t E R. 
Putting s, := -In n/a we get p = esflAp*n * E,,~(~,, for all n E N. Hence p is 
operator-stable ([ 121, p. 53). 
3. Let p E mn’( V) be operator-semistable. Then (by definition) there exist 
a measure v E mm’( V) and sequences (A,),, i in GL( V), (a,j,> I in V, 
and WA 5 1 in N (with k, = 1) such that (k,),, i is increasing, 
lim k,/k,+ , = B E 10, 11, and lim A,v*~” * E,~ = p. Moreover let p be full. 
(a) Let 0 < 1. Then there exist BE GL( V) (in fact B may be chosen as 
some limit point of the sequence (A,, i A; I),,> ,) and b E V such that p is 
(B, b, /I)-decomposable [S, Lemma 21. Hence we have (p? n E Z} cf(L). 
(b) Let /I = 1. Given /I0 E 10, l[ there exists for every 1~ N some 
n(l) E N such that k,(,) 6 &‘< k,(/)+ i. Then we have lim k,(,)/k,(,+ 1j = PO. 
Hence in view of (a) p is (B,, b,,, /$,)-decomposable with appropriate 
B, E GL( I’), bO E V. Thus f(L) = rW: . 
Conclusion. p is operator-stable iff f(L) = rWy ; and fl is operator- 
semistable but not operator-stable iffy(L) = (/I’? n E Z} for some /l E 10, 1 [. 
Remarks. 1. If p is (B, 6, /I)-decomposable and full then it is easy to 
see that b and fl are uniquely determined by B. Hence (B, b, /I) -+ B yields a 
topological isomorphism of L onto a closed subgroup G of GL( I’). Sharpe 
has dealt with this group G in order to establish the algebraic charac- 
terization of operator-stability [ 12, Lemma 41. But it appears to be more 
natural and effective to operate with the group L. 
2. A. tuczak has called f(L) = {j? E rW$ : there are BE GL( V) and b E V 
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such that ,uL8 = Bp * Q,} the quasi-decomposability group of p. In terms of 
f(L) he has made an analysis similar to ours above (cf. [ 10, Theorem 3.21). 
There is also a related result on locally convex topological vector spaces 
(cf. [3, Lemma 4)). 
2. CLOSED CROSS SECTIONS FOR ONE-PARAMETER GROUPS 
OF AUTOMORPHISMS 
When one is studying operator-stable distributions on V the following 
situation arises: Let A E GL( I’) such that Spec(A) c (z E @: Re z > $1, i.e., A 
is the exponent of an operator-stable distribution without Gaussian com- 
ponent [12, Theorem 33. There always exists a Bore1 cross section C for 
the action of (e’A),c Iw on V*, i.e., for every x E I’* the orbit {efAx: CE R) 
intersects the Bore1 set Cc I’* at exactly one point. Consequently the map- 
ping @ of C x [w onto V* defined by @(x, t) = efAx is a Bore1 isomorphism. 
Moreover @ is continuous; and @ is a homeomorphism if and only if C is a 
closed subset of V [7, Lemma 1.4.31. 
It has been observed by Hudson and Mason [4] that C may be chosen 
as a subset of the unit sphere U in I’. But Kehrer has shown that their con- 
struction in general yields a non-closed cross section (cf. [7, 11.41). Certain 
problems, however, require a closed cross section; for example, the 
investigation of the domains of attraction of operator-stable distributions. 
Recently Jurek has proved the existence of closed cross sections even in the 
context of Banach spaces. In fact he shows that the unit sphere S,., with 
respect to the equivalent norm llxll A := s; le- ‘A~ 1 z e2* dt, x E V, is a closed 
cross section [6, Proposition 23. But this procedure yields little infor- 
mation on the structure of the closed cross section. Hence we shall perform 
a more explicit construction. 
i 
al 0 
. . . . 
. . 
. . 
. . 1 
0 ‘a 
1. Let us first assume that A is of the form 
1 0 
=a iv-.... ) + 0 .l i =aZ+N 
where a is a complex number such that a := Re a > f. 
We fix x E @d\(O). The function t + letAx I z is differentiable. Since 
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erAx 1 z = 2a le’Axl $ + e2at 2 Re ( Ne’Nx, efNx) 
2 2a JerAxJ z - e2ar( INetNxl $ + letNxl $) 
> 2a lerAxl: - e’“‘( llNll* + 1) (efNxl: 
= le’Axls((2a- l)- IINll*). 
2. We keep the situation of part 1 and choose some EE 10, (a- $)“*[. 
Let D, := (&ibii)lGi,jGd, where 6, is the Kronecker symbol. Then we have 
A, := DEAD;’ =aZ+ EN and (IsNIl GE. Applying the result of part 1 to A, 
instead of A we obtain 
-$ letA, xl:> JerA&x($((2a- l)-&*)a (e’“&x(:(a-4). 
3. Returning to the case of a general A there exists some ME GL(IZd) 
such that MAM-’ decomposes into blocks of the form considered in part 1 
(Jordan decomposition). 
Putting pieces together we observe that there exist some TE GL(Q?) and 
some E > 0 such that 
(*I 
for all x E @‘. For example, one may choose E:= min( Re a - 4: 
a E Spec( A) >. Since 
le r(r-‘Ar)xx(2= IT-‘efATx12< )IT-‘II lerATx12 
and since lim, _ _ co lefATx12 = 0 every orbit {e r(T-‘AT)X: t E R} (x E Cd\(O)) 
intersects the unit sphere UC of Cd at some point. In view of (*) this point 
is unique. We claim that C:= (TU,) n V is a closed cross section for the 
orbits { erAx: t E Iw }, x E V*. 
[ 1. Let XE V*. Then there exists some SE Iw such that 
y := ,dT-‘AT)( T- lx) E ,TJ c. Hence z:= Ty E TUc and z = eSAx E V, i.e., 
eSAx l C. 
2. Let y E C and s E R such that esAy = y. Then there exists some z E UC 
such that y = Tz. Hence z = TpleSATz = es(r-‘AT)~ and consequently s = 0.1 
Let W := T-‘(V). Then W is a real linear subspace of cd and 
UW:=Ucn W is the unit sphere of W. But we have 
TU,= TU, n TW= TUc n V= C. Hence for an appropriate SE GL( v) 
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the set C = SU is a closed cross section. In particular C is connected if d > 1 
and C is simply connected if d > 2. 
EXAMPLE (cf. [7,11.4]). Let d= 2 and A = ( A2 A). Then the ellipse 
c= {(yXx):X,yE[W,x2+y*=1} is a closed cross section for the orbits 
(erAx: t E R} in contrast to the unit circle. 
3. EXTREMAL LBw MEASURES OF OPERATOR-STABLE LAWS 
Let p E %R’( V) be a full operator-stable distribution without Gaussian com- 
ponent and let q be the Levy measure of ,u. Then there exists some 
A EGZ-.(V) such that Spec(A)c {zE@: Re z>f} and etA(q)=er*q for all 
t E aB [ 12, Theorem 3; 4, Theorem 11. Let C be a compact cross section for 
the orbits {e’Ax: t E W}, x E I’* (cf. Section 2). 
As can be easily seen by q: := {R Ed,,, tAjx e-’ dt, x E V*, there is given a 
Levy measure on I’* such that e’“(q:) = e’ . q: for all t E Iw (cf. [4, p. 4411). 
Let q(x) := 1x(:/(1 + 1x1:) for all XE V*. Then c,:= j cpdq: = 
j cp(e”‘x) e-’ dt is finite for all x E V*. 
(i) Obviously we have r&, ,AJx = e’* F& and hence c~,,~,~)~ = e’ c, 
(ii) x + c, is a continuous mapping of V* into rW: . 
[Choose 6>0 such that Re a- t>6 for all aESpec(A). Then 
lim lie- nb-mp = p(e-‘A-m)<e --6. Hence there exists some no E N 
such that j\e-n(a-“2)/j <emn6 for all n > n,. Put c := exp lJA -Z/2 /I. 
For every t E [rz,, co[ there exists some no N, n 2 n,, such that 
n - 1 < t < n. Consequently 
IF 1(A--1P)II ~,(~-~)llA-1/2l1 llep(A-1/2)~~ <ce-“S<ce-‘S. 
Moreover we have lim,,-, (JetAIl =0 and cp(x)<min(l, 1x1:) for all 
x E V*. Hence for every compact subset K of I’* and for every E > 0 there 
exists some NE N, N> no, such that 
jltlsN(p(erAx)e-‘dt<~ for all x E K. 
Now let (x,), 3 1 be a sequence in V* converging to XE I’*. Applying 
the observation above to the compact set K= {x, x,, x2,...} we arrive at 
Icx, -c,I <2&+ s N Id etAx,) - q(erAx )I e-’ dt -N 
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for all m E N. Since cp is continuous we have lim Ic,, - c,I < 2~ by 
Lebesgue’s convergence theorem. Hence our assertion.] 
(iii) x + vi, is a (vaguely) continuous mapping of V* into 9-R + ( V*). 
[Let f~52( V*) and let (x,),, r be a sequence in V* converging to 
x0 E V*. (Recall that !JJI + ( V*) is (vaguely) metrizable.) Since {x0, x1, x2 ,...} 
is a compact subset of V* we have 
and 
lim sup(e’Axm 11: m E Z + } = 0 
I--r--m 
lim inf{ lIefAx, 11: mGZ+} = co. 
t-m 
Consequently since f has compact support there exists some NE N such 
that f(etAx,) = 0 for all m E Z + and t E [w such that 1 tl > N. Hence 
Again Lebesgue’s convergence theorem yields the assertion.] 
For all xE V* let qX :=c;‘. vi. In view of (i), (ii) and (iii) we have 
(1v) V(exp IA)* = qX for all x E V*; and x + qX is a continuous mapping 
of V* into %R+(V*). 
In view of (iv) for every GE 9X1(C) there is defined a measure 
q0 = SC qX a(dx) in !J.JI+ (V*). Obviously every q, belongs to the convex set 
f! of Levy measures q on V* such that e’“(q) = e’ . q for all t E [w and 
j cpdy = 1. Let I;(o) := q, for all aEYJI’(C). 
(v) F is a continuous mapping of ‘3R1( C) into !$!. 
[For f~ 33( V*) the function x -+ Jfdq, on C is in 53(C) in view of (iv). 
Hence the assertion.] 
(vi) F is an injective mapping of %I’( C) onto f?. 
[Let D E d(C) and define E = { erAy: y E D, 0 < t < 1 }. Then in view of (i) 
we have for every cr E %R’(C): 
qexp fA)y lEVAy) e-’ dt a(&) 
o(dy) = a(D). 
This proves the injectivity of F. 
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Now let q E 2. Then by v(D) := q( { efAx: x E D, t > 0} ), D E 23(C), there is 
defined a finite measure v on 23(C) such that q=jcq:v(dx) [4,Theorem2]. 
Denote by o the measure on B(C) with v-density x + c, (cf. (ii)). Then 
we have q = SC vXa(dx) and a(C) = SC (jq 4,) a(dx) = J q dq = 1, i.e., 
0 E 2R1( C) and q = q,. This proves the surjectivity of F.] 
For the theory of compact convex sets we refer to [l]. In particular let 
us recall that a (compact) simplex with closed extreme boundary is said to 
be a Bauer simplex. 
PROPOSITION. 2 is a Bauer simplex and go:= {q,: x E C} is its extreme 
boundary. 
Proof: Obviously F is an affine mapping. Since C is compact also 
W’(C) is compact. Hence in view of (v) and (vi) F is an afline isomorphism 
and a homeomorphism of !IM’( C) onto !i!. But !IX’( C) is a Bauer simplex 
with extreme boundary (5 = {E,: x E C} [ 1, Corollary 11.4.21. Hence 2 is a 
Bauer simplex too, with extreme boundary F(E) = !&,. 1 
4. EXTREMAL LEVY MEASURES OF OPERATOR-SEMISTABLE LAWS 
Let p E!II?( I’) be a full operator-semistable distribution without 
Gaussian component and let 5 be the Levy measure of CL. Then there exist 
some BE GL( V) and fl E 10, 1 [ such that Spec(B) c {z E @: JzI 2 < p> and 
B(t) = /I. 5 [S, Theorem]. Without loss of generality let llBl\ < 1. Then 
Z := {xc V: [xl26 l< IB-‘x12} is a Bore1 cross section for the orbits 
{B”x:~EZ}, XE V *. Obviously Z is a locally compact topological sub- 
space of V* having a countable basis of its topology. We proceed as in Sec- 
tion 3. 
As can be easily seen by 5: := I,, z /Y’E~,~, x E V*, there is given a 
Levy measure on Y* such that B(<:)=fi. <: (cf. [9, p. 291)). Hence 
c, := J q d<: = C,, z /Y’ cp(B”x) is finite for all x E V*. 
(i) Obviously we have &X=/?* 5: and hence cBX= PC,. 
(ii) x + c, is a continuous mapping of I/* into lR*, . 
[We have cp(x)<min(l, 1x1:) for all XEV* and lim,,, JIB”II1”= 
/@)-q&l. H ence for every compact subset K of I’* and for every E > 0 
there exists some NE fV such that 
1 f”rp(B”x)<~ forall XEK. 
InI > N 
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Now let k,Jma 1 be a sequence in V* converging to XE V*. Applying 
the observation above to the compact set K= {x, xi, x,,...} we arrive at 
Ic.xm-cxI -CL?+ c 8-” l4@“&?l-cp(~“x)l In1 S N 
for all m E N. Since cp is continuous the assertion follows.] 
(iii) x -+ [: is a continuous mapping of V* into %R + ( V*). 
[Let f~ fi( I’*) and let (x,),, i be a sequence in V* converging to 
X~E I’*. Then {x0, xi, x2,...} is a compact subset of I’*. Moreover 
lim, 4 m /1B”11 = 0 in view of 1lB11 < 1. Consequently since f has compact 
support there exists some NE N such that f(B”x,) = 0 for all m E Z + and 
n E Z such that InI > N. Hence 
I f&:,= c Pf(~"x,) forallmEZ+. In1 G N 
Since f is continuous the assertion follows.] 
For all XE V* let r, := c;‘. 5:. In view of (i), (ii) and (iii) we have 
(iv) lBX = 5, for all x E V*; and x + 5, is a continuous mapping of 
V* into W+( V*). 
In view of (iv) for every rem’(Z) there is defined a measure 
5, = Jz 5, z(dx) in ‘$3 + ( I’*). Obviously every 5, belongs to the convex set 
‘3 of Levy measures 5 on I/* such that B(5) = b * r and J cp d< = 1. Let 
G(r) := <, for all r E 9X’(Z). 
(v) G is a continuous mapping of m’(Z) into ‘!X. 
[For every f E A( V*) the function x --, j f d<, on Z is bounded (since 
(f I< c. rp for some c > 0) and continuous (in view of (iv)). Hence the asser- 
tion.] 
(vi) G is an injective mapping of !IJJ’(Z) onto 3. 
[If x E Z then the restriction of 5, to Z is just c; ’ . E, (cf. 
[9, Lemma 1.23). Hence for every f E R(Z) and z E ‘!BI’(Z) we have 
= Zf (xl 4dx). s 
This proves the injectivity of G. 
Now let 5 E !R and denote by v the restriction of < to Z. Then we have 
4 = Jz 5: v(dx) [9, Theorem 1.21. Denote by r the measure on b(Z) with 
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v-density x+ c, (cf. (ii)). Then we have 5 =I= 5, r(dx) and r(Z) = 
$.b.b& ;y;: = s v 4 = 1, i.e., r E ml(Z) and 5 = <,. This proves the 
PROPOSITION. 8 is a Bauer simplex and !I&, := {r, : x E Z} is its extreme 
boundary. 
Proof. 1. a0 is (vaguely) compact. 
[The closure Z = {x E I’*: Ixlz< 1 <[BP’xl,} of Z is compact. If 
x~z\Z we must have IB-‘xl,= 1 and hence y := B-‘xEZ. In view of 
(iv) this yields 5, = rBY = rY E 9I,,. Hence x --f 5, maps 2 onto ‘S,. Since this 
mapping is continuous in view of (iv) the assertion follows.] 
2. Let h(x) := 5, for all x E Z. In view of (iv) and (vi) h is a continuous 
bijection of Z onto ?I&,. Since Z is o-compact h is a Bore1 isomorphism. 
Hence h extends to an affine isomorphism H of W’(Z) onto 9R ‘(9&,). Tak- 
ing into account (vi) the mapping Z := G 0 H-’ is an affine isomorphism of 
9111(iJlo) onto !R. 
3. Let f~ S%( V*) and ICE %R1(‘%,). Then an easy calculation yields 
But Y&,~~+f..fd~ is continuous and hence bounded (since !I&, is com- 
pact in view of part 1). Hence Z is a continuous bijection of mm’@&,) onto ‘$I 
and thus a homeomorphism (since %R1(!Rz,) is compact). 
Now W’(‘%,) is a Bauer simplex with extreme boundary 5 = (Q,: x E Z} 
[l, Corollary 11.4.21. Hence 9I is a Bauer simplex too with extreme boun- 
dary Z(g)=&,. 1 
5. ANALYTICITY OF DENSITIES OF OPERATOR-SEMISTABLE LAWS 
Let p E !UI’( V) be a full operator-semistable distribution. In view of the 
decomposition result of Jajte [S, Theorem] and in view of the well-known 
analytical properties of Gaussian laws we may assume without loss of 
generality that p has no Gaussian component (see also [9, p. 2941). We 
recall that then there exist /3 E 10, 1 [, BE GL( V) such that 
Spec(B)c {zE@: lz12<jl}, and b E V such that 1 is (B, b, /I)-decomposable 
(cf. [S]). Without loss of generality let llB[l < 1 (cf. [9, Remark 2.11). 
It has been proved by Luczak [9, Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.11 that p 
admits an infinitely differentiable density f with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure A on V. We will show now that tuczak’s method yields sometimes 
even a sharper result. 
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PROPOSITION. Let Ial 2 j3 for all a E Spec(B). 
(i) If 11~1 > /? for all CIE Spec(B) then the densityfof p cun be exten- 
ded to an entire function (on Cd). 
(ii) If every CI E Spec(B) with Ial =/I is a simple root of the minimal 
polynomial then f can be extended to an analytic function in some strip 
& := { (zl )..., zd)ECd:lImz~I<6forj=1,...,d} (6>0). 
Proof (i) There exists some c E If, l[ such that fi’< 11~1 for all 
a E Spec(B). Taking into account the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [9] there 
exist a, b>O such that @(x)1 < 1 if (~[,<a and Ifi <exp{ -b Ixl~l”) if 
1x1 2 > c1 (where fl denotes the Fourier transform of p). Let E := l/c - 1 > 0. 
Fix 6 > 1 and let x E V with ix E S&/d. Then we have for all y E V such that 
Iyl2>a: 
Hence 
e<x2y) IP( 6exp{6 lylz-b Ivli’“) 
=ev{-Iy Mb Ivl;-W. 
f+Y) MY)I Qexp( - I Y I21 
for all y E V such that I yl 2 > max{a, ((6 - 1 )/b)““). Thus the function 
y + e(“*Y) fi( y) on I’ is I-integrable. Application of [2, Satz 49.53 to the 
measure with I-density @ yields: 
w  + 
I 
e--i(w*y> fi( y) A(dy) 
is an analytic function F on s,,& But in view of the inversion formula of 
Fourier analysis we have F(x) = f (x) for all x E I’. Since 6 > 1 was arbitrary 
the first assertion is proved. 
(ii) Let there exist some a E Spec(B) such that /al = b. Let B’ denote the 
transpose of B and let A := /I( B’) - ‘. By assumption p(A) = 1 and every 
a E Spec(A) with Ial = 1 is a simple root of the minimal polynomial. Hence 
there exists some c> 0 such that 11,4”11 <c for all nE N [ll, p. 43, Exer- 
cise 63. 
Let Z:={x~K~x~~~l<~B-~x~~} d an u := -In I@[. Then there exists 
some E > 0 such that U(X) > E for all x E 2 (cf. [9, p. 295)). Moreover we 
have u((B’)“x) = /I” u(x) for all XE Z and nE:Z. Consequently we obtain 
for all xEZ and nE N: 
u(W) -“xl = B--n 4x1 u(x) u(x) 
I(B’)-“xl2 )(B’)-“x(,=IA”~~,~ ~~A”~~ 1x122:=:6’ 
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Herice u(y)>b lylz for all ~EU,,., (B’))“Z. On the other hand we have 
I yl,< 1 for all YE UnsO (B’)-“Z (since l/B11 < 1). Since U,, E(B’)“Z= V* 
[9, Corollary 1.11 we obtain @(x)1 < 1 if Ixlz< 1 and Ip( G 
exp{ -b Ixlz} if lxlq > 1. 
Let 6 E 10, b[ and x E V such that ix E Said. Then we have for all y E V 
such that I y12> 1: 
e<X*Y> IP( G-p{ -(b-a) 1~1~). 
P 
Now we can proceed as in the proof of (i). Hence f admits an analytic 
extension to the strip Sbld. 1 
Remarks. 1. The case (i) of the proposition arises if and only if p 
admits an absolute moment of order 1, i.e., iff j JxIz I is finite 
[9, Theorem 3.11. 
2. On the real line this proposition is due to V. M. Kruglov 
[S, Theorem 31. It should be observed that in this case the matrix B can be 
identified with a real number BE [p, ,/s[. Then fi = B” with some 
a E [ 1,2[. Hence if a > 1 then f can be extended to an entire function; if 
a = 1 then f can be extended to an analytic function in some strip 
{zEC: IImzl <S}. 
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